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THE.STARTLING GROWTH OF STATE POWER. 
BY HAKNIS TAYLOR. 

In the light of the revelations made during the last fifty years 

by the historical school of jurisprudence, it is now possible for 

jurists and statesmen to review the entire growth of the State 

from its advent as a city commonwealth on the shores of the 

Mediterranean Sea down to its latest and most complex develop 
ment as embodied in the Federal Republic of the United States. 

After an examination of the entire panorama of growth inter 

vening between those extremes, it is now practicable to mark at 

certain well-defined turning-points the ebb and flow of the tide 

which has either narrowed or enlarged the legal rights of the 

citizen as to the sovereign during that interval. Only after the 

mental horizon has been thus widened can we understand how 

the limits of State power, on the one hand, and the limits of 

individual legal rights on the other, have contracted or expanded 
with the movements from collectivism to individualism and from 

individualism back to collectivism. 

When, with the wreck of the Eoman Empire, the ancient con 

ception of the state as a city commonwealth was superseded by 
the modern conception of the state as a nation, we see members 

of the common Aryan household moving in family groups out of 

whose union the larger aggregates arose. The new family group, 
in its Teutonic form, while still recognizing collectivism to some 

extent in the ownership of property and paternalism to some 

extent in domestic Government, rested in the main upon a new 

and higher conception of political liberty out of which representa 
tive Government was born. The political systems of all the Teu 

tonic nations contained the germs of the representative principle, 
and in every one of the settlements made by the Teutonic nations 

on Eoman soil, a serious attempt has at some time been made in 
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the direction of representative Government. But with the close 

of the Middle Ages every effort that had been made in that di 

rection on the Continent of Europe was brought to an end. 

There pure monarchy prevailed during an epoch that extends 

from the sixteenth century down to the French Revolution. Dur 

ing that midnight period of monarchy the legal rights of the 

individual were so narrowed and fettered by the paternal power 
of the state that in France, with its banalites and seigneurs 

justiciers, "the prying eye of the Government followed the 

butcher to the shambles and the baker to the oven." There 

"the peasant could not cross the river without paying to some 

nobleman a toll, nor take the produce which he raised to market 

until he had bought leave to do so, nor consume what remained of 

his grain till he had sent it to the lord's mill to be ground, nor 

full his cloths on his own works, nor sharpen his tools at his 

grindstone, nor make wine, oil or cider at his own press." Out 

of the explosion caused by that terrible system of repression 
came what may be called the orgy of individualism, immortalized 

by the broad generalizations of the French philosophers as to the 

inherent and inalienable rights of man. The French constitution 
of 1793 declared that Government is instituted to secure to man 

the free use of his natural and inalienable rights of equality, 
liberty, security, property. 

To those who witnessed the political earthquake, whose centre 
was in France, the state appeared to be a monster as dangerous 
as that of Frankenstein?a monster whose hands were to be tied 

by written constitutions denning what the citizen regarded as 

his inalienable rights. And yet the fact remains that while the 

French by thus defining the "rights of man" brought written 
contitutions into being and made them popular, they failed to 

conceive of an avenging angel with a drawn sword ever ready to 
strike down all acts of the state performed in violation of them. 

For the creation of that avenging angel the world is indebted to 
the United States?it is the outcome of the American invention 

whereby the judicial power can annul all acts of the state for 

bidden, expressly or impliedly, by the terms of written constitu 
tions. In the declarations of rights by which American State 
Constitutions are usually prefaced, such rights are generally de 
fined as they existed in English constitutional law as it stood 
at the time of the separation from the mother country, with only 
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a very thin veneer of the philosophy of the French Revolution 
as interpreted by such typical men as John Adams and Thomas 
Jefferson. Such was the process through which the political 
pre-eminence once accorded the family was finally transferred, 
in the typical English state in America, to the individual who, 
as an indestructible and favored unit, the State is bound to pro 
tect in life, liberty and property. Upon that basis American 

individualism was founded; upon that basis it reposed down to 
the Civil War. 

Recently, in a notable paper, one of the prof oundest of Amer 
ican jurists and one of the ripest of our historical scholars has 
confronted us with the proposition that, since that time, a revolu 
tion has taken place that has changed, and is changing, the whole 
face of American society. Reference is made to an address, en 

titled "The Narrowing Circle of Individual Eights," delivered 
last December before the West Virginia Bar Association by 
Chief-Justice Simeon E. Baldwin, of Connecticut. In explaining 
the causes of the change in question he says: 

" 
The first of these was the Civil War; the second was the Philosophy 

of Evolution. The Civil War had shown what men massed together in 

compact organizations could do; and how little, in comparison, could 

be effected by individual exertion. It had shown how, in every State 

a political majority could be scattered, suppressed, annihilated. It had 

shown that munitions and supplies such as armies demanded could only 
be furnished by great combinations of capital and labor. It had shown 

that these combinations could be easily perverted to mischief?that in 

the train of a Pacific railroad, and a Credit Mobilier, corruption came, 

and came even to the steps of the Capitol. It had shown that in the 

opinion of the great leaders in civil government in the United States 

and in the Confederate States alike, individual liberty must be often 

and harshly curtailed for the public good. It had shown that there was 

a certain grandeur in a vast territory, united under a single govern 

ment, that appealed to a just civic pride, out of which came a new spirit 
of nationality. 

"As the Civil War was drawing near, Darwin and Wallace brought 

before the world the philosophy of evolution. It put man in a new 

light. It put the Creator of man in a new light. The process of evolu 

tion, we were told, had been a slow and gradual one. It had been a 

progress from animalism to intellectuality?an ascent from what was 

low to what was high. The American people, in character always a 

religious people, saw that this theory must lead either to an unyielding 

materialism, or to a new aspect of that power which we call divine. . . . 

The fear of God was the motive to which the churches had especially 

appealed. His wrath was the attribute on which they had particularly 
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dwelt. The love of God and His love for man, is that on which they 
now have long been insisting most. Some such change of view-point, 

nearly corresponding in point of time, is to be remarked on the part of 

man, not only here, but throughout the world, in relation to human gov 
ernment. Down to and beyond the era of the American and French 

Revolution he had everywhere distrusted the state. He feared and sought 
to reduce its power. He did reduce it, wherever the community was 

strong enough to make an effectual resistance. He had succeeded in his 

efforts, by the middle of the nineteenth century, in the greater part of 

the civilized world. He tied the hands of government by written con 

stitutions, when he could, and was careful to declare in these constitu 

tions what he deemed to be his own fundamental inviolable rights. 
. . . 

Herbert Spencer had been widely read in the United States. He had lent 

the weight of his authority to support those theories of individualism 

which our fathers had adopted in sympathy with the statesmen of France. 

It was the fundamental principle of his philosophy of society, from his 

first statement of it in 1842, that the action of every government upon 
its citizens should be confined, and strictly, to the maintenance of equi 
table relations among them. Strong governments, he declared, make 

weak men. Down to the era of the Civil War and of the recognition of 

the evolutionary hypothesis, this had been accepted as axiomatic by our 

leading thinkers. Then arose this new school of political opinion. The 

lessons that armies can teach; the greater freedom of incorporation; the 

trend of modern European thought; the simplicity as well as boldness of 

the new philosophy; all led away from that of Bentham and Spencer 
and Mill. ... It is no longer the preservation of a strong and independent 
individualism that is the object of solicitude. It is the creation of a 

state of dependence of the individual for his safety on the state. . . . 

Here, as fully as in Europe, in the view of the optimist, at least, orderly 

co-operation is the rule of social life which modern legislation is seek 

ing to enforce. It has not waited for a change in our constitutions. 

It is content to reinterpret them." 

After thus stating his thesis, Judge Baldwin undertakes to 

maintain it by reminding us that the manufacturer, who finds 

his field of activity contracting, cannot distill or brew in one 

State and cannot make a cigarette in another; that the employer, 
who could once discharge those who did not vote for his candi 

date is now punished by the State if he dares to do so; that 

the public official who was once free to take an active part in 

politics is subject to removal for such activity; that a man's 

house, once subject to seizure, after just compensation, for the 

strict purposes of Government^ may now be appropriated for a 

bandstand, a memorial site, a hospital, a college, a free library; 
that a farmer who once could plant and till his land as he would 

is now liable to have it invaded by an official who may uproot the 
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trees in his orchard and leave him without remedy if the State 

deems such action necessary for the public welfare; that the 
owner of a wood lot who was formerly free to cut it when he 

pleased and as he pleased may now be ordered by the Legislature 
to refrain from cutting the whole or part of the natural growth 
for a period of years, whenever such a course is deemed to be 

for the greatest good of the greatest number; that the owner of 
land from which comes oil or natural gas or artesian water may 
be compelled, on the one hand, to guard against waste and on 

the other to refrain from increasing the natural flow to the 

prejudice of his neighbors; that the riparian proprietor on streams 
not navigable may be compelled in many States to submit to 

the flooding of his lands by others to create water power for 
them to put to milling or manufacturing purposes, while his 

fishing rights may be curtailed or perhaps denied for years, in 
order to replenish the stream with more fish for others to catch 
and eat; that a grazier or butcher who could formerly use his 

meat products as he saw fit, may now be punished as a criminal 

should he use his tallow to make a cheap substitute for butter; 
that the man who could once educate his children as he pleased, 
or not at all, may now be compelled by the State to educate them 
in a certain way; in obedience to the State's command he sends 
them to a public school where it may refuse to receive them 
unless they are submitted to vaccination, although he may regard 
it as unnecessary and dangerous; that the man who could once 

contemplate marriage, with his free choice untrammelled by con 

siderations of personal health, may now be forbidden by the State, 
under heavy penalties, from marrying an epileptic or one of feeble 

mind; that the man who could once dispose of his estate by will, 
with few limitations, provided he was not grossly unfair to his 
next of kin, must now submit when the State demands a share 
for itself, and one that is to be increased progressively with the 

magnitude of the inheritance. Judge Baldwin then adds: 
" 

The artificial person has lost more, even, than the natural person. 
Its field of action is continually being circumscribed; its manner of ac 

tion continually subjected to new limitations. . . . The individual la 

borer has also been often treated by our legislators like a ward in 

capable of protecting his own interests. The number of hours for which 

he can agree to work in a day have been cut down, and his liberty of 

contract in many other directions circumscribed. On the other hand, 
the power of the State has often been exerted to depress that of organized 
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labor. It has regulated and, under some circumstances, forbidden strikes. 

It has forbidden boycotts. It has forbidden (though it knew it not) 
combinations of labor in different States in restraint of commerce be 

tween those States. But this is no time to multiply references to a kind 

of legislation with which every man before me is familiar, and in shap 

ing which many of wThom have had a part. It is the age of Collectivism. 

The functions of the State multiply. Its circle of activities expands, and 

the circle of activities around each private individual is correspondingly 
reduced." 

From the foregoing catalogue, imposing as it is, Judge Baldwin 

has omitted items that prove, as no others can, the fact of 

the mighty change which he says has taken place. Wash 

ington and Jefferson regarded the right to carry on a lottery as 

one of the "rights of man." Only the death of the latter pre 
vented the sale of Monticello by that process, while the building 
of the cathedral at Baltimore was made possible by a lottery 
scheme in which the archbishop won the grand prize donated by 
him to the undertaking. When in 1836, in the midst of the 

slavery agitation, President Jackson recommended the passage 
of an Act prohibiting the circulation of incendiary papers through 
the mails a storm arose in the Senate, where the proposal was 

trampled underfoot. Clay said that Congress could "not pass 

any law interfering with the subject in any shape or form what 

ever," while Webster 
" 

contended that the bill conflicted with that 

provision in the Constitution which prohibited Congress from 

passing any law to abridge the freedom of speech or of the press. 
What was the liberty of the press? he asked. It was the liberty 
of printing as well as the liberty of publishing in all the ordinary 

modes of publication. And was not the circulation of papers 
through the mails an ordinary mode of publication? He was 

afraid th^t they were in some danger of taking a step in that 
matter that they might hereafter have cause to regret, by its being 
contended that whatever in this bill applies to publications touch 

ing slavery, applies to other publications that the States might 
think proper to prohibit; and Congress might, under this ex 

ample, be called upon to pass laws to suppress the circulation of 

political, religious or any other description of publications which 

produced excitement in the States. It would be admitted, that if 
a newspaper came directed to him, he had a property in it; and 
how could any man, then, take that property and burn it without 
due form of law ? and he did not know how this newspaper could 
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be pronounced an unlawful publication and, having no property 
in it, without a legal trial." Such views as to the lack of state 

power in Congress to regulate and control the intellectual con 

tents of the mails and to purge them of any matter put by it on 

its index expurgatorius had entirely vanished prior to 1891 when 

the Supreme Court of the United States was called upon to up 
hold the constitutionality of an Act of Congress vesting in ad 

ministrative officers, without trial by jury, the right to exclude 

from the mails any newspaper containing a lottery advertisement. 
The court in its opinion said: 

" 
The circulation of newspapers is not prohibited, but the government 

declines itself to become an agent in the circulation of printed matter 

which it regards as injurious to the people." 

In other words, public opinion had changed. The ideas of 

Washington, Jefferson and the archbishop of Baltimore as to 

lotteries were repudiated; the ideas of Clay and Webster as to 

the right of Congress to regulate the intellectual contents of the 

mails were repudiated. In 1905 Mr. Dicey, the Yinerian pro 
fessor of English law at Oxford, published a book, entitled 

" Law 
and Opinion in England," in which he maintains that: 

" In Eng 
land, however, the beliefs or sentiments which, during the nine 

teenth century, have governed the development of the law have in 
strictness been public opinion." Later on he adds: "Does not 
the advance of democracy afford the clue to the development of 

English law since 1800?" Doubly true is that statement when 

applied to the development of law in the United States since the 

end of the Civil War. As Judge Baldwin eloquently contends, 
there has been since that time a transformation. We have passed 
from the age of individualism to 

" 
the age of collectivism." 

" 
The 

functions of the State multiply. Its circle of activities expands, 
and the circle of activities around each private individual is corre 

spondingly reduced." The directing power is public opinion? 
its agents are Congress, the State Legislatures and the courts. 
It cannot be denied that the action of the Supreme Court in the 

Freedom-of-the-Press Cases, by which lotteries were crushed out 
in this country, was sustained by an overwhelming public opinion. 

Nearly everybody believes that the end attained was an excellent 

one, and no doubt it was. But let us not deceive ourselves as to 
the cost of the victory. It is now settled that Congress, so far 
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as the contents of the mails is concerned, has as much constitu 

tional power to make an index expurgatorius as was ever vested 

in the Eoman Curia or in the Star Chamber. In the language 
of the Supreme Court, Congress can exclude by the hand of an ad 

ministrative officer, and without trial of any kind, any newspaper 
from the mails that contains any 

" 
matter which it regards as in 

jurious to the people." In the mighty conflicts yet to come that 

Censorial power over the press thus vested in Congress by judge 
made law must be taken into account. 

In the April number of this Keview a very strong and im 

pressive appeal was made by the president of the New York 
Life Insurance Company for Congressional supervision of inter 
state insurance. The writer bases his hope of success mainly on 

the following: 
" 

In 1902, the Supreme Court of the United States, in its interpreta 
tion of the powers of Congress under the commerce clause of the Consti 

tution, went farther than ever it had gone before. The case before the 

Court was that of Champion vs. Ames, and it is known as the 'Lottery 
Case/ By this decision the validity of an act of Congress for the sup 

pression of lottery traffic through international and interstate commerce 

and the postal service was sustained. As I read the entire case, the pre 
vious declarations of the Court that insurance is not commerce are 

therein substantially overruled; and, under the doctrine laid down, it 

seems reasonably clear that, if Congress should now pass an act provid 

ing for Federal supervision and regulation of interstate insurance, the 

Supreme Court would be bound to sustain it." 

When we look the facts in the face, when we measure by 
standards that do not deceive the startling growth of State power, 
local and national, that has taken place in the last fifty years, 
and then couple with it the manifest tendency to carry it further 

still, we cannot deceive ourselves as to the actual conditions that 

confront the nation as a whole. We have returned to a time 

when 
" 

the prying eye of the Government follows the butcher to 
the shambles and the baker to the oven "?a time of collectivism 
in which the dependent individual looks to the State for pro 
tection through the methods of orderly co-operation which modern 

legislation is seeking to enforce. During the period -that divides 
Jefferson from Lincoln a transformation has taken place in our 
internal economic conditions, whose results have reversed the 
fundamental proposition upon which Jefferson's political theories 
were founded. Just as he and his followers demanded that gov 
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ernmental power should be limited to the greatest possible ex 

tent, and that the circle of individual rights surrounding the 

citizen should be widened to the greatest possible extent, a ma 

jority of the American people, including those who still profess to 

follow Jefferson, are now demanding that governmental power, 
State and Federal, shall be so widened, even at the sacrifice of 

individual rights, as to protect them against the incorporated 
battalions the new collectivism is hurling against them. Will 

proof of that assertion be demanded by any one familiar with 
the recent records of Congress, of the State Legislatures and of 

the courts wherein the people are striving, through the exercise 
of extraordinary state power, to restore the equilibrium of Ameri 
can society? 

The ultimate arbitrating power in this country is the judi 
cial which throws all statutory legislation into its crucible, 

where it is tested and refined. Only the finished product is 

the law. Public opinion working through the judicial power 
determines its final form. It is, therefore, of supreme impor 
tance that our judiciary, which has an honorable past, should 
be maintained at a high standard as to character, learning and 

worldly experience. Chief-Justice Baldwin, thoroughly equipped 
as he is on the historical and scientific side of law as well as on 

the practical, is a fine example of what an American judge should 
be. With such arbitrators standing between the individual and 

the State we have nothing to fear. The solution of mighty and 
delicate problems still await them. In extending national super 
vision over corporations engaged in interstate traffic such dis 

crimination must be made as will preserve legitimate corporate 

enterprise from destruction. Public opinion now clearly recog 
nizes the fact that the advance of the country cannot go on with 
out the further development of the railroad system which will 

require the fresh investment of hundreds of millions in that di 

rection. Unless State regulation guarantees security and a fair 

return on such investments, capitalists will not take the risk. 

On the other hand, there is a determined purpose, upon the part 
of the nation, to subject the earnings of corporations, in some 

instances so vast, to their just proportion of Federal taxation. 

The importance of this measure depends not so much upon the 

rate at the outset as upon the fact that a new subject-matter 
is to be subjected to a new kind of Federal control. The state 
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power that can impose such a tax can open every corporation 
record, so far as it should be opened, to inspection to the end 
that the exact amount which any corporation earns may be as 

certained by law. The comparatively small opposition manifested 

to the measure recently passed by Congress is a sure indication that 

the corporate wealth of the country is willing to bear its just 

quota of the public burdens. The almost unanimous declaration 

by Congress that a constitutional amendment should put forever 

at rest its power to impose an income tax may be accepted as 

the beginning of the end, so far as the prolonged conflict on that 

account is concerned. As a part of the same scheme will in 

evitably follow a progressive inheritance tax, as a partial solu 

tion, at least, of the menacing problem that deepens as the con 

centration of vast wealth in a comparatively few hands increases. 

So long as we are menaced by the irritating contrast, in the midst 
of republican institutions, of great poverty and great riches side 

by side, the socialist and the anarchist will point eternally to the 

fact that there is an ultimate power that can eliminate it all 

by the destruction of the institutions that make such inequalities 

possible. The most effective answer the constitutionalist can make 

to such suggestions is the proposal by the State itself to accom 

plish the desired end through the legitimate exercise of its own 

machinery. A plutocracy that will be blind enough to endanger 
its own interests by resisting such, a policy upon the part of the 
State must place itself ultimately in the same position as that 
assumed by the ancien regime upon the eve of the French Eevolu 
tion. 

Hannis Taylor. 
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